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A Report of the Organizational Committee to IMYM /177

In accordance with IMYM Minute 8 - 1978, members of the Organiza

tional Committee listed below met in Santa Fe, N. M., September 22-24,

and spent seventeen hours in worshipful deliberation of matters that

the Yearly Meeting had requested it consider.

In the five years of its existence the Yearly Meeting has evolved

a structure of officers, representatives, and committees, and assigned
0 them certain duties. With a few additions and clarifications, the

committee has set down this evolved organizational pattern in a Guide

to Assist Officers, Representatives, and Committees in the Conduct of

Intermountain Yearly Meeting Affairs. The Organizational Committee

would emphasize that this is a guide, not a set of rigid instructions,

and that it should be considered a flexible instrument to be revised

and modified from time to time to meet the evolving needs of the Yearly

Meeting.

As a result of its deliberations, the Organizational Committee

recommends that IMYM adopt the following minutes to clarify certain

items of importance to the Yearly Meeting and its constituent bodies.

The minutes are as follows:

1. Guide to Assist...in the Conduct of Intermountain Yearly

Meeting Affairs. The Yearly Meeting commends to its constituent bodies

and to the incoming officers, representatives, and committees the afore

mentioned Guide. The Yearly Meeting asks that the Executive Committee

named in the Guide take the responsibility in the coming years to revise

and modify this Guide as seems desirable for the good conduct of Yearly

Meeting affairs, the Yearly Meeting recognizing that each regional

meeting will have special consiIerations and circumstances that will

influence how the distribution and execution of responsibilities for -- -,

the Yearly Meeting can best be accomplished.

-‘ 2. Placing Concerns before Yearly Meetings. Whenever possible,

a concern to come before theyearly Meeting shall have been presented

previously to the Yearly Meeting Clerk in a written minute from a monthly

or regional meeting for consideration by the Continuing Committee prior

to its presentation to Yearly Meeting. It is recommended that the

resources, implications, and actions required for carrying out the

concern be a part of the monthly or regional meeting’s minute.
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The Yearly Meeting Clerk shall have discretion to

entertain a minute of concern from the floor for the Yearly Meeting’s

deliberation.

3. Membership. Responsibility for acceptance into membership

in the Religious Society of Friends, including acceptance of transfers



of membership and sojourning Friends from other meetings, shall rest
with the monthly meetings. Designation of various types of membership,
e.g., junior, birthright, associate, sojourning, etc., shall be the
choice of each Monthly Meeting.

Monthly Meetings are encouraged to invite regular
attenders of meeting and worship groups to consider membership and
to encourage those attenders who are non-resident members of other
meetings to bring their membership to the Monthly Meetings in which
they participate.

4. Financial Support of the Yearly Meeting. Each Monthly

Meeting shall contribute as its share according to the nt.unber of
persons over age 18 that the meeting records as members, both

resident and non-resident and including those whom it has received

with a sojourning minutes A census of the Yearly Meeting shall be
taken biennially for the purpose of ascertaining the total membership
and developing the pro-rata share of the Yearly Meeting’s budget for
each Monthly Meeting and independent worship group.

5, Guides to Faith and Practice. Until such time as the
Yearly Meeting feels led to draw up its own Faith and Practice and set
of queries, the Yearly Meeting commends to its constituent bodies
Pacific Yearly Meeting’s Faith and Practice (1973 Edition), Iowa Yearly
Meeting (Conservative) ‘s Discipline (1974), Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting’s Faith and Practice (1972, Revised Edition) and London Yearly
Meeting’s two volumes - Church Government and Christian Faith and
Practice in the Experience of the Religious Society of Friends. The
Yearly Meeting particularly commends to its constituent bodies state
ments from London Yearly Meeting’s Church Government as to the purpose
and function of a yearly meeting and the way in which concerns may be
brought to the attention of a yearly Meeting, these relevant quotations

being reproduced in the Guide to Assist...In the Conduct of IMYM Af.irs.
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